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Financing The Second Five-Year Pla~ 
I greatly appreciate the honour done to me in asking me 

to deliver the Memorial Lecture on the occasion of the 
Foundation Day of the Gokhale Institute of Politics and 
Economics. The subject which I have selected for this even
ing is rather pretentiously en titled 'Financing the Second , 
Five-Year Plan'. It is not my object to·day, however, to mak~ 
any detailed or specific suggestions for new or additional ways 
of financing the Plan. My purpose is more general and more 
modest. It is rather to deal with some broad and basic aspects 
of the problem of financing of economic development of the 
magnitude upuu ·which we in India -hitve embarked, in the 
general context of our economic conditions and situation as 
well as to advert very briefly to the kind of climate in which 
economic development here can best thrive. 

2. Those of us who observed the chequered course and 
tribulations of the early part of the first five-year Plan, will 
recall that it appeared by its mid-year 1933-54 to be getting 
off to a rather slow start. The amount of investment ( in the 
public sector) was Rs. 259 crores in the first year of the Plan, 
1951-52, and Rs. 273 crores in the second year and seemed 
hardly to be picking up in the third year which finished with 
an investment of Rs_ 340 crores. From then on, however, 
the Plan got into stride, the expenditure being stepped up by 
50 per cent in the course of one year to over Rs. 500 crores 
in 1954-55 ( revised) and was marked up again by a further 
40 per cent in one year to over Rs. 708 crores ( budget) in 
1955-56. This brings out the rapidiy accelerating tempo of 
the development programme in the last two years of the first 
Plan which ended up with a rate of development in the public 
sector in the final year which was more than twice as high as 
it had been only two years before. In the private sector, 
the targets of production and investment were achieved or 
surpassed in many important industries, though output fell 
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~below what had been programmed for several smaU" indus
t tries. In the private sector, too, the outlook appeared to be 

. ~rather suddenly transformed from around the mid-year of 
the Plan. The first Plan came to successful completion, with 
the price-level lower than it had been at its start, with only 
a moderate increase in money-supply and with a smaller 
draft on the sterling balances than had been envisaged. The 
comparative stability of prices during the first Plan period 

. !ippears in an unduly favourable light owing to the inflation. 
'a~price situation that prevailed in the pre-Plan yea!: when 
the' Korean war boom was at its height. That apart, what 
enabled the decisive acceleration of the investment programmes 
in the public and private sectors alike from 1954-55 without 
any substantial di!tul'bance of price stability until towards 
the end of the first Plan period? The answer is to be 
found in the record output of foodgrains in 1953-54 and the 
record production in agriculture in 1954-55 when the out
put of foodgrains declined somewhat, but of agricultural raw 
materials touched new peak levels. These are fully reflected 
in the figures of national income or net national output 
which show a spurt in 1933-54 and a further small increase 
in the following year, primarily due to the rise in agricultural 
production-. The favourable opportunity afforded- by a 
succession of good agricultural harvests was thus properly 
seized by a markeq stepping up in the rate of investment 
which was absorbed without visible ill-effects. Towards 
the end of the first Plan, however, definite signs of strain 
were in evidence. Prices actually started rising from the 
summer of 1955 and with brief halts and occasional relapses 
have maintained upward trend since. The explanation of this 
rising trend which, if continued, may soon pose a threat to 
iltability, is to be found primarily in a further increase in the 
investment outlay on the Plan as well as in the private sector 
at a time when, unlike in 1953-54 and 1954-55, the level of 

• 1950-51 1951-52 1951-53 1953-5' 1954-55 1955-56 
National 
Inoome 102-3 105·2 109-4 116-1 119·0 12005 

(1948-49 = 100) 
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agricultural production, has not increased and has in fact 
declined somewhat:4t •. The latest estimates of national income 
indicate that it showed only a slight increase in 1955-56. 
The fitful course of agricultural production is the most 
important among the factors to be taken into account in 
adapting the tempo of the development programme to the 
emerging economic context. The Second Five-year Plan has 
laid particular stres~ on the need for maintaining a flexible 
approach to planning. The Second Plan has been conceived 
as a broad framework within which annual plans will be 
made. The flexible nature of planning implicit in the Sec~nd 
Plan, as the Plan Report states, " requires a continual watch 
on current or incipient trends, systematic observations of 
technical, economic and social data and adjustments of 
progr.,.mmes in the light of new requirements." In this 
context, pursuit of the larger objective of economic develop
ment should be consistent with that of maintaining the 
stability of the economy by adapting fiscal and other policies 
to the end of maintaining an even course of development, 
adjusting the pace and content of public expenditure, largely 
development expenditure, the levels and forms of taxation, 
and the overall budgetary position-the extent of surplus or 
deficit on current and capital accounts-with reference to 
variations of the economic weather, though all the dements 
of policy must be basically attuned to the climate of economic 
development. Inasmuch as continuous rephasing of the Plan 
is posited in the Plan itself, no basic departure from the 
conception of the Plan is involved in reviewing from time to 
time the rate of progress of various projects, including early 
completio,?- of some and postponement of others. 

3. In the Second Plan the country has embarked on a 
much bigger and bolder effort than in the first. On the 
whole it is imperative to have a much larger· Plan than the 

• 1950-51 1951-52 1952-53 1953-5' 195i-55 1955-56 
Agrioullural 
Production 95·~ 97·5 102-0 U,"3 11·60 ' 

(19'9-50=lQOl , 
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first if the pace of economic development is to be acCelerated 
in conformity with our aspiration to provide a steadily rising 
standard of living for a growing population. As such the 
Plan is a challenge to our initiative and our capacity of 
organisation and leadership. It is perhaps as well that the 
impact of the challenge has been felt so soon in the progress . 
of the Second Plan. This affords the opportunity for a close 
analysis and serious stock-taking of current policies and 
attitudes with a view to discovering the potentialities and 
limits of planned development, its hazards and pitfalls, and 
the conditions of its successful implementation, particulary 
with reference to the financing aspect. On the other hand, 
there is no occasion for yielding to unjustified pessimism, as 
there was not, of course, for the mood of unbounded optimism 
in which some people approached the prospect of the Second 
Plan during the phase of its formulation. 

4. A realistic assessment of the economic position and 
prospect forms the first stage in this analysis. As I have 
mentioned, the real national product appears to have shown 
only a slow increase for some time, despite the investment 
boom in the public and private sectors alike which has been 
reflected in a continuing and sizeable increase in industrial 
production from year to year, owing to the set-back in 
agricultural output. The investment boom has led to an 
unprecedented rate of deficit in the balance of payments 
which is primarily accounted for by the, high imports of 
machinery and capital equipment besides steel; the secondary 
effects of the investment boom are also reflected in higher 
imports of consumer goods to some extent and, stagnant 
exports, but the buoyancy of exports is somewhat restrained 
by quotas and duties and the balance of payments thus reflects 
a favouring of home consumption of some products at the 
expense of much-needed foreign exchange; 'deficit-financing' . 

, of the public and private sectors as measured by the Reserve 
Bank's extension of credit to Government and to banks is 
running at high rates, and money-supply, indudi~g deposits 



of banks- contrary to a fairly general popular belief, related 
to last year's experience·- has shown a rapid increase not
withstanding the severe contractionary effect of the heaviest 
deficit in balance of payments. The situation in, general is 
one of excess of demand on account of consumption as well 
as investment over available real resources of production and 
imports. I will not weary you with figures of each aspect of 
this picture, which are readily available. 

5. The lessons' of this situation are fairly obvious. 
Some slackening of the pace of investment is ineluctable
for conforming tG the overall targets of investment under the 
Plan, for the public and private sectors together, of which in 
several directions we are now running ahead; some of the 
measures taken, e. g" in relation to imports will bring this 
about in due course while others, includiDg the budget. 
proposals, will also generally contribute to stability. Speaking 
generally, the budget proposals have a dual role, that of 
siphoning off some of the excess demand in the economy and. 
at the same time, making for a more orderly financing of the 
investment programme of the public sector. It is not my. 
object in the course of this lecture to give a comprehensive .. 
review of either the existing resources or new and potential 
resources or the budget proposals as such but to make some. 
observations of a broad nature bearing on the general 
problem of financing the programme of planned development 
in India. ' 

6. It is important, to begin with" to appreciate 'the 
fundamentals of the problem of' resources for the Plan. 
Briefly, this problem is to step up the ratio of investible 
savings in the economy, to direct a larger proportion of 
national income into savings with a view to investment .. For 
decades past-though accurate statistics are lacking-this ratio 

• Note olrculatlon inor •••• d from Ro. 1538 orore. at the end of April 1956 to 
R •• 1585 oror •• at the .nd of April 1957, or by about 3 per cent. Bank deposita 
( demand and tim. liabilities together) increa •• d from Ro. 1063 oror •• to RI. 1221 
oror.,. or by aboul 15 p.r oent during the aame period. 

a 
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of investment to national income appears to have 'remained 
stationary, and with it per capita national income seems to 
have shown little change. The essential problem of develop
ment then is to move up this lever, the static position of 
which largely explains the long economic stagnation of the 
past. The counterpart of an increase in the ratio of invest
ment, however, is a decline in the ratio of consumption. The 
essential rationale of this fundamental principle of a resources 
plan for a development programme is clear enough. The 
cloud of controversy which has been raised over this principle, 
however, betrays the amount of fundamental confusion that 
still exists regarding the validity or force of' what, indeed, 
is an axiomatic statement. A basic aim of planned develop-

, ment is to increase the propJrtion of national income going 
into investment. So long as national income is on the increase, 
this objective can be attained, if a significant and increasing 
proportion of additional income goes into investment, without 
an actual reduction of consumption but with only a restraint 
on the increase in consumption which would otherwise result. 
Such restraint on increase in consumption is an inescapable 
necessity under a development programme. It would be still 
possible for consumption to increase. Increase in consump
tion is the motivating force behind the increase in invest
ment,but immediately, at any time, such increase in investment 
can take place only at the expense of consumption. In due 
course the increased investment will lead to larger output 
and, therefore, to still greater consumption but continued 
rll8traint on consumption is an arithmetical corollary of the 
objective of attaining an increasing proportion of investment 
to national income: unless consumption increases more 
slowly than investment, it is not possible for the desired 
increase in the proportion of investment to national income 

, to take place. . A ton of steel or cement can go into the 
building of a house (which is consumption) or a dam or 
bridge (which is investment); every additional ton for 
consumption means so much .less for investment, and vice 
versa. 
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7. The issues aredear enough if we think of the pro
cess of development in real terms. The crux of this process 
consists primarily in the creation and accumulation of real 
capital. The process is reflected in the building of dams and 
bridges and roads, digging of canals and wells, constructing 
factories and putting up schools and hospitals which are 
adequately staffed and equipped to impart instructions and 
encounter disease; it is reflected, too, in a bigger cake for 
consumption to-morrow. All this requires, however, that 
we have to lay by part of to·day·s output for increasing the 
volume and improving the quality and efficiency of the pro
ductive equipment for adding to the production and income 
of the community in the days to come. This implies that 
the community must be prepared generally for a regime of 
austeJjty and dicipline and to eschew all waste and dissipation 
of the resources so urgently needed for assisting forward the 
country's development. 

8. This last observation applies both to the public and 
private sectors. It has particular applications to the public 
sector, as it is especially incumbent on Government to utilise 
the scarce sinews of development to the best advantage, alike 
with a view to maximising such development and to sustain
ing and improving the hard·taxed ability and willingness of 
the people to contribute in increasing measure to the flow of 
resources. Apart from the general relevance of the quality 
and character of public expenditure to the effectiveness of the 
whole process of development, there are one or two specific 
observations on this aspect of the problem which I may ven
ture to offer. There is a tendency in under-developed countries 
for the costs of administration to absorb too disproportionate 
a share of the total Governmental expenditure; India 
shares this tendency with other under-deveioped countries. 
One of the factors which add to the costs of administration 
is the relationship 'of the average salary of the public servant 
to the average income of the country, which in turn reflects , 
the range of economic inequality in the country in general 
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In many economically advanced countries. the average income 
of the administrator is little different from the general average 
income. In our country, as in other under-developed coun
tries with a similar range of inequality of incomes, the income 
of the public servant is a multiple-often high-of the average 
income. Economic development involves an increase in the 
functions and scope of the public sector. This implies that 
the process of transference from private income to public 
expenditure usually involves the interposition of a public 
service to cater to the provision of greatly enlarged welfare 
and other services that are normally associated with the 
process of economic development. This, however, is inevi
table to a large extent, and tl;!e process of reduction of real 
income of the public servant has been continuing as part of 
the general tendency toward the reduction of economic 
inequalities, within certain ranges. While the significance 
of this point should not, therefore, be over·rated, there is an 
implication of this observation of which we may take note. 
There is often a choice between extending widely the scope 
of the services which to-day serve a narrow sector of the 
community and raising the emoluments of the existing 
members of the services-low as these are in absolute terms, 
but often not so low in relation to the average standards 
around. The choice in effect is between. enlarging signifi
cantly the numbers of the public force engaged in welfare 
services and being content with comparative stagnation in 
this respect with a view to ensuring higher emoluments to 
those who already happeI). to be within the public force. 
This observation has relevance to the controversies that 
obtain in the spheres, for example, of education or, say, even 
banking. In effect, the vested interest of existing members 
of the salariat, or perhaps not even that except perhaps in a 
notional sense, continues to arrest the beneficent process of 
expansion of modern facilities and services. 

9. There is one other aspect of the economy and effici_ 
~ncy of public expenditure which has a direct bearing on the 
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effectiveness of the whole process of economiC development. 
This relates to the need, alike in the interests of ensuring the 
quality of development and keeping its costs reasonably 
low, of ensuring the fullest participation of the people and of 
the lower levels of Government, which in many ways are 
still nearer the people than its higher tiers, in the projects 
and tasks of development that touch the daily lives of the 
people. We have to guard against setting up a vast bureau
cracy throughout the country with a decisive bias for 
achieving spectacular results for the people, by doing it for 
them. Durable results will be attained to the extent the 
initiative and enterprise of the people are aroused and 
harnessed and the organs of local organisation and govern
ment take on the job of preparing and implementing the 
many projects comprised in the community project and . 
national extension services which are expected to transform 
not only the outer look but the whole outlook and attitude 
of the people themselves. In particular, it will be found 
that the many minor projects which intimately interest the 
people can often be far more economically completed by a 
local authority than by State and Central authorities: project 
costs often vary directly with the level of Government 
rising steeply in the higher levels of Government, tbough,· 
it must be recognised. there are strict limits to the capacity 
of lower levels of Government to undertake projects, and 
there is only a certain range of tasks which they can perform 
with reasonably equal efficiency. On the whole, there is 
nothing more heartening in the enterprise of development 
than the increasing mobilisation of local labour and local 
initiative and effort in the co-operative building up of the 
framework of economic development and social organisation 
and welfare services like roads. schools, hospitals, and centres 
of local community life. 

10. We may now address ourselves more directly to 
the question:. How should we finance the greatly enlarged 
volume of public expenditure that is required alike for direct 

• 
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development in the public sector and for assistance to the 
private sector P It may be said at once that over and above 
the savings placed· at Government disposal through the 
receipts of loans and small savings, the major reliance for 
financing the expenditure on planned development has to be 
placed on taxation. In an economy where the propensity to 
consume is normally high, taxation may be a most effective 
means of increasing the total volume of savings and invest
ment. Probably the only really effective. or, at any rate, 

. principal m~thod of s~epping up capital formation in such an 
economy would be for the State to assume a major responsi
bility for securing a diversion of resources from private 
consumption to public investment. It follows that the 
structure of taxation, which will be most suitable and 
efficacious for the purpose is an adequately diversified scheme 
of taxation-direct and indirect-which seeks to secure the 
diversion of financial and, withal, of physical' resources from 
consumption to inv~stment, on a scale appropriate to the 
development programme. Additional taxation of a wide 
range of luxury or semi-luxury products, at fairly substantial 

. 'rates, as well as broad-based taxation of articles of mass 
consumption-somewhat on the lines of the present budget 
proposals~is, therefore, indicated. In the field of direct 
taxation, the problem is primarily one of extending the 
coverage, whether by bringing new and somewhat lower 
categories of income-earners within the tax net, or of repair
ing the net and improving its· efficacy to collect the taxes 
that are levied, or diversify somewhat the base of taxation 
so as to make for a more equitable distribution of the total 
burden of taxation. . . 

11 .. Indirect taxation has to remain much the im
portant means of adding to Government resources for some 
time. A major issue which the extension of the scope. of 
indirect taxation throws up is whether such increase in taxa
tion will itself not be inflationary, by adding to the costs of 
living, the costs of production and prices generally, so that 
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the very objective of such taxation, namely, to avoid the 
inflationary consequences of deficit-financed development, 
might be in risk of being defeated. The possibly wide 
appeal of this argument lies in the fact that there is, theoreti
cally, a point beyond which additional taxation becomes itself 
inflationary, when the only way to avoid inflation is to avoid 

. incurring the expenditure that gives rise to it. The objec
tive of such taxation primarily being to increase public re
sources by reducing private consumption, if the point is 
reached where increase in taxation does not reduce private 
consumption any further, being met by transfer to the State 
of past savings through drafts on capital or of the proceeds 
of fresh indebtedness incurred for the purpose and made 
possible, say, by a liberal credit policy, then taxation ceases 
to be disinflationary, but becomes itself inflationarJ, The 
fallacy 'of this argument, however, consists in the application 

. of what is undoubtedly correct in a certain theoretical con
text to the existing context in the country. Thereis little 
doubt that selective and discriminating increases in prices 
resulting from specific excises should help in restraining con-. 
sumption both generally and particularly of taxed commodi
ties and in releasing resources for investment with possible 
assistance to exports. 

12. If greater resources are required commensurately 
:with the large size of planned development it is far preferable 
to obtain them as far as possible by levies, direct and 
indirect, which have known incidence and effects, to follow
ing the easy line of deficit-financing which seeks to evade, but 
cannot avoid difficulties in the financing of development_ . In 
fact, it appears unavoidable to extend the scope of indirect 
taxation to necessaries, if significant results by way of diver
sion of resources for public investment' are to be secured. 
Beyond a point, over and above high rates of taxation on 
articles consumed by the few, if more.,revenue is required, it 
can only be raised by the taxa tion of articles consumed by the 
JPp.n" The assumption implicit in objections to extending 
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the scope of taxation to cover necessaries of life' is that 
commodities which are essential to the life of the community 
should not be taxed. This assumption implies that the whok 
of the present consumption of each of a number of commodi
ties is more of an essential to the life of the community than 
any extension of the beneficent services of public health, 
education, minor irrigation facilities and agricultural improve
ment. It amounts in effect to saying that we are so poor 
that we can ill-afford the luxury of economic development. 
Now there is a vein· of thought running through some 
people's mind that part perhaps of the economic develop
ment might be too costly, that there is scope for economy in 
administration. It is in relation to this feeling that I have 
observed that efficiency in administration and economy in 
public expenditure are of relevance to people's willingness to 
suffer an increase in tax burdens and simultaneous and 

\ sustained attention to these aspects becomes necessary 
precisely when the weight of taxation is increased. Given 
adequate attention to that aspect,. on the choice of alterna
tives that is presented in economic development, the answer 
is clear: that a little less consumption in one form or 
another- not necessarily less consumption absolutely but at 
any rate restraint on the growth of consumption generally 
and actual reduction in consumption in several cases- is a 
worthwhile sacrifice which the community must be prepared 
to make if it is to enjoy the fruits of economic and social 
development. 

13. In looking for evidence of additional taxable 
capacity in framing tax policy, two practical guides of some 
value suggest themselves: ( a) have any significant changes 
taken place in the relative incomes of groups or classes of the 
population or economic sectors, which give a clue to where 
scope for additional taxation may exist? (b) taking disbur
sements of plan expenditure as a whole, are additional incomes 
generated in some sectors which could bear a larger tax 
burden or contribute more to savings ? It is difficult to 
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devise taxes designed specifically to tap the additional incomes 
in consequence of plan expenditure, and although'theoretically 
it should be easier to take a proportion of new and growing 
incomes, in practice the new incomes tend to be used in the 
same proportion as between consumption and savings, which 
means mostly consumption, as the old incomes. In particular, 
where they accrue to low-income groups, the task of the tax
gatherer is all the more difficult. . A combination of indirect 
and direct· taxes and a vigorous savings campaign carried to the 
door-step of the new income-earner through every employer 
and pay-master acting as savings agent as in some other 
countries, which have recently developed rapidly, may help 
to increase the contribution of new and larger income-earners 
under the Plan. 

14. For the rest, an outstanding fact of the economic 
situation in the last few years is the considerable increase in 
the prices of foodgrains and raw materials or all agricultural 
products, partly as a result of lower output but also stimulat
ed to an important degree by the pressures of the develop'" 
ment programlI)e. On the other hand, also considering the 
broad shifts in ths incidence of taxation, the burden of the 
land tax has now remained static in money terms for a 
generatiOl!. Altogether, there is here a sector where sizable 
additional resources could be found. Even in terms of the 
very modest recommendations of the Taxation Enquiry 
Commission in relation to this sector, which with the 
further reorganisation of States, throwing parts of States 
with different land revenue systems and history together, 
should be easier of adoption, there would be an addition to 
receipts which could not be lightly disregarded. In fact, it 
appears extremely difficult to conceive that a Plan of the 
dimensions which we have embarked upon could be satis
factorily financed without a bold attempt-comparable in 
boldness to that of the Plan itself and the present budget-to 
secure a significant contribution from all but the smallest 
agricultural producers qua producers. 
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15. It may not do to hark back to the days of' Manu, 
the Hindu Law Giver. But it seems the task for the Indian 

. economy in the next decade or so is to work up or work back 
to securing for investment or in savings- whether through 
taxation, or borrowing, or non-inflationary deficit-financing
the proportion of the gross national production which he 
p~rmitted the ruler to receive, namely If6th. Given the 
necessary adaptations in policies and attitudes, and with 
improvement in the efficiency and productivity of the 
economic system, over the next decade, this should not be 
beyond reach~ It is only when this goal is approached that 
the process of economic advance would acquire an adequate 
momentum so as to be assured of continuity, and hopes of 
banishment of poverty over the years could be said to have 
acquired a firm foundation in fact. 

. 
16. We may tum for a moment to consider the broad 

field of commodity taxation in which the overlapping tax 
powers of the Central, State and local governments give 
rise to another category of problem, namely, of adequate 
demarcation and co-ordination of the relative scope of various 
forms of commodity taxation and relative spheres of various 
levels of Government with a view to effective utilisation of 
this most important resource for financing the Second 
Plan. The main forms ()f commodity taxation are customs 
and excise duties (Central) and sales tax (State), besides 
octroi and terminal taxes. These last are largely local levies 
and, in their present form . of "development, raise fewer 
problems of overlap and of demarcation of fields of tuation. 
Customs duties, too, because they are levied at a specially 
convenient point, have a well-defined field of application, 
within which revenue conSiderations pertaining to other 
taxes do not arise to any significant extent. As internal 
consumption comes to be based more and more on domestic· 
production, however, there is a shift to excise duties in place 
of customs duties. It is then in the field of growing ( Central) 
excise duties and expanding (State) sales taxes that the 
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problem of co-ordination with a view to regulating ovel'
lapping taxation arises to some extent. There is no problem, 
however, of duplication in tax jurisdiction here. For excise 
and sales tax are technically different forms of taxation-one 
on production, the other on sales. But they have a common 
base and both fall on the consumer. According to the legal 
conception as well as the practical form of development of
these taxes, excise is levied at the point of production,· while 
sales tax is imposed usually at the point of retail sale, or at 
differ-ent or all stages of sale, or occasionally only at the first 
stage. Also, the sales tax commonly applies to a large range 
of commodities and is, therefore, unlike excise, in the nature 
of a general consumption tax, with specific exemptions, 
rather than a tax on specific goods or industries as excise is. 
Although selective sales taxes on luxury articles form part 
of the sales tax stucture of most States, the distinguishing 
characteristic 6f sales tax from excise is its generality rather 
than selectivity. It follows, too, that the rates of excise 
taxes have usually to be higher than ot the general·sales tax, 
in order to bring in a significant. revenue. Where rates ate 
high the tax is best administered on a uniform basis~ for the 
tendencies to diversion of trade are· encouraged by high and 
discrepant rates at different places. Besides, an excise duty 
being levied at the point of production is liable to cause less 
evasion and less dislocation to trade than equivalent sales 
taxation. It is partly these. considerations which suggest 
that, for a fuller utilisation of the field of cOmmodity taxation, 
a significant extension of the field of Central excise taxation 
is appropriate. 

17. A consideration which has a bearing on co-ordinated 
utilisation of the field of commodity taxation derives from the 
distinguishing characteristic of sales tax to which I have just 
referred, viz., its generality. In the nature of this tax, 
too many separate rates of tax on individual commodities 
complicate the structure, encourage diversion of trade, open 
loop-holes for evasion and make tax·compliance and admini. 



stration more difficult. The point that is of particular 
importance in the present context is that it is separate selective 
sales taxes that raise the problem of co-ordination of tax 
policies of the Central and State Governments in relation to 
the total burden of taxation- appro~riate to particular indus
tries or commodities. Emphasis on generality in the future 
development of the sales tax would serve to minimise the 
potential dimensions of the problem of coordination in the 
growth of excise and sales taxation. A single general rate of 
tax for the sales tax, and not too many separate special rates, 
with progressive extension of the field of excise taxation 
whenever a high-rate tax is indicated as desirable for any 
article, would appear to offer the best approach to ensuring 
the maximum productivity and efficiency of commodity taxa
tion in general. 

18. There is another' large area of additional resources, 
where public understanding of the objectives of a tax policy, 
in the broad sense, for a' development programme is badly 
called for. That is in relation to the pricing policies of large 
State undertakings.. . It is usually assumed, on the basis of 
pricing policies followed by some public utility undertakings 
in advanced industrial countries like the U. K, that there is a 
peculiar merit in large State undertakings like electricity, 
transport, irrigation and other projects aiming at covering the 
bare costs of service and 'breaking even' with no profit, 
which might often mean, with some loss. In economically 
under-developed countries, however, in cases where the State 
has made substantial investment, a policy of regulating prices 
so as to secure an adequate return on the capital invested is not 
only unobjectionable, but would, indeed, be desirable. Public 
enterprise, itself fostered at State expense, may in turn appro
priately playa role in financing the country's development. 
In private enterprise a principal means of financing develop
ment in recent years has been the reinvestment or ploughing 
back of profits. A policy of making profits on old established 
projects with a view to assisting the development of new 
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projects would be equivalent to pursuing: the same policy 
in the field of public enterprise. Though economic develop
ment should automatically increase Government tax revenues 
in a variety of ways, the task of re-capturing additional 
incomes generated by public investment-and this has been 
referred to earlier asa principal practical guide for seeking 
sources of capital formation-is by no means easy. It follows 
that additional incomes arising directly in consequence of large 
scale public investment have a greater obligation to contri
bute to re-investment, to enable the cumulative process of 
larger investment, higher production and wider prosperity to 
go on. This suggests an approach to pricing policy for public· 
undertakings somewhat different from what obtains generally 
in advanced countries. It is highly inappropriate, at any rate, 
to raise the cry of profiteering which is heard every now and 
then in relation to the pricing policies of public enterprises 
aiming to work at a profit. True, public purpose rather than 
profit should be guiding factor in the operation of a public 
undertaking but the anti-thesis is not as sharp as is often 
represented. . In the public sector, profit is not necessarily 
inconsistent with public purpose; it may, indeed, constitute 
a public purpose, even though this should remain secondary.· 

19. There is another aspect of indirect taxation to 
which reference may be made. A few years ago there used 
to be an unexploited resource of some considerable import
ance in the quotas on imports, which directly helped to put 
money into the pockets of the private importer at the expense 
of the domestic consumer of impoIred articles. Progress has 
been made in the direction of obtaining a share of these 
profits for the public exchequer through replacement of 
quotas by import duties. On the export side, perhaps, 
quotas have not held a place of similar importance. . There 

. still remain, however, some bans and some quotas. To the 
extent that it is desired to restrict exports, the same general 
reasoning as in respect of imports, would advise the replace
ment of quantitative restrictions by tariff duties. This may 



bring much needed succour to our exiguous finances. But 
the whole rationale ofrestrictions on exports has to be con
sidered in the new. context of a serious shortage of foreign 
exchange resources. To take an illustration, exports of 
groundnut oil have been banned for some. time, in the 
interests presumably of the domestic consumer. Per capita 
consumption of groundnut oil, however, shows a distinct 
increase during the last few years. Here, then, is an instance 
of good foreign exchange being used to augment domestic 
consumption; it is little different from using foreign exchange 
to finance imports of an important consumer article which 
is in reasonably good supply at home. On the other hand, 
however, this furnishes an 'illustration of the fact that the 
full buoyancy of our exports has not been realised and their 
relative stagnancy should, therefore, be interpreted with due 
reserve. It is important at the same time to appreciate that 
we have to be prepared to face up to the implications in 
terms of domestic adjustments of full encouragement of the 
export potentialities of the economy. 

20. In the field of direct taxtion, I have one other 
specific comment. It is as important to collect taxes as to 
levy them. It is possible that efficiency in collection has 
been improving. But the scope for further improvement is 
considerable, as that of evasion at ·most income levels is 
large! There is a thin line between evasion and avoidance 
and avoidance is sometimes claimed as a legal right to the 
point of holding that efforts on the part of the State to 
avoid the avoidance are unreasonable interference with the 
exercise of a legitimate right! Here is a factor which has a 
considerable bearing on the efficiency and equity and 
productivity of the whole tax system. Uniform enforce. 
ment of tax obligations is of the very essence of the quality 
of the tax system. The knowleqge of widespread taX 

evasion undermines morale, puts a heavy strain on tax 
compliance by the honest tax payer and impairs taxable 
capacity. While it is important, on the one band, to avoid 
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harassment of the tax payer, we must be willing to confer 
on the administration necessary powers to defeat the artifices 
of persons who have developed evasion into a fine art, 
indeed. We have the example of other democratic countries 
where, on a random sample basis, tax returns are subjected 
to the most rigorous scrutiny and where the penalties of 
proved evasion are much more severe than we seem to have 
been willing -to impose. 

21. An inevitable question in the financing of develop. 
ment is the practicable and appropriate role of deficit-financ
ing in the process. Different ans~ers have been given by -
different persons for different countries in different situations. 
There is no one answer for all situations. And yet an 
approximate answer in the Indian context has to be given as 
a general guide to policy in the light of one's appraisal of the 
various elements in the situation. My own appreciation of 
the possible contribution of deficit-financing to the financing 
of development would be somewhat as follows. Deficit
financing-by which we briefly understand the net increase in 
Government's indebtedness to the Reserve Bank representing 
the excess of total public disbursement over public receipts 
from taxation loans (though these might contain some
what inflationary ·elements ) and other heads- would be only 
safe so long as it does not result in a significant degree of 
inflation, or large rise in prices. Significant inflation is liable 
to set up serious distortions in the economy and by directing 
resources to speculative and unproductive channels, to affect 
vitally the progress of development under the Plan. The 
best atmosphere for speedy real development would be found 
to lie in comparative stability of prices rather than in high. 
and rising prices which hamper rather than promote the 
rational direction of resources. Moderate inflation may be 
unavoidable but significant inflation is the very anti-thesis of . 
planning in finance: it is an acknowledgement of failure to 
find finance through a considered scheme. Significant infla
tion is certain to increlse the degree of economi.c inequality 



and is fundamentally inimical to greater economic 'equality 
and, therefore, basically inconsistent with the objective of a 
socialist pattern of society, of which greater economic 
equality forms such a crucial and integral part: it affects 
the poorest and most vulnerable sections of the community 
the worst. It is in view of considerations like these that 
I would favour raising resources through taxation even of 
essentials than through inflationary deficit-financing. Limita

. tion of taxation affords no guarantee against a rise in prices 
occasioned by failure' to finance' development plans through 
normal means. Given the order of the development plans, 
if tax resources should fall seriously short and inflation 
should result, it may involve an even larger cut in current 
consumption standards of the weakest sections of the commu
nity than a systematic scheme of taxation of essentials, to 
the extent necessary_ The useful practicable role of deficit
financing would vary appreciably with the general state of 
agricultural production; as the experience of 1953-54 
and 1954-55 demostrates, if the output is unusually good, a 
considerable increase in investment expenditure can be 
absorbed without serious pressures on prices. On the other 
hand, if supplies of basic essentials, principally foodgrains, 
are not so well assured, the risk is correspondingly larger_ 

22. The experience of the Great Depression in most 
agricultural countries; brought out a pecurJar trait of primary 
production especially small-scale and individualistic agricul
tural production viz., its inverse elasticity of supply in response 
to changes in prices. With falling prices and a narrowing margin 
between the proceeds of his surplus over subsistence and costs, 
the farmer tried to make up in volume what he lost in value. 
He produced more, not less, in contrast to the response of 
organised industrial production to a fall in prices. The 
phenomenon was world-wide. The obverse of this pheno~ 
menon- some flagging of effort and enterprise when prices' 
cross a high water mark- has also been observed on a wide 
scale in under-developed countries in the early post-war 
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phase. Over and above technical factors related to produc
tion, there is also a certain inelasticity of effort determined 
by the peasant's standard of life, which accounts for the 
marginal acre remaining uncultivated because of the fact 
that, with inordinately high prices of produce, a little less 
production will do to maintain that standard. This seems 
to suggest that, contrary to popular belief, it is not high but 

. stable prices which provide the best environment for 
improvement of the yield and efficiency of agricultural 
production. Common belief which associates high produc
tion with high prices derives, apart from experience in the 
non-agricultural sphere, from the undoubted correlation of 

. movements in production and prices in respect of individual 

. crops. The fallacy in it lies in translating the experience 
regarding individual products to the relationship of agricul
tural production and prices as a whole. This does not mean, 
however, that a fall in agricultuaal price!! is good for the 
agriculturist. On the contrary, when prices fall, they 
usually fall to a greater degree in the case' of agricultural 
commodities and this entails unusual hardship and sets up 
serious distortions in debtor-creditor -relations and results in 
'attendant problems of readjustment. It also leads to a 
worsening in the internal terms of trade for the agriculturist 
vi&-a-vi8 the non-agriculturist or, what may be stated in 
simpler terms, a fall in the purchasing power of the agricul
turist's rupee. The experience of depression and inflation 
alike in India underlines the conclusion that what agriculture 
requires is not high but st!lble prices, and especially broad 
parity of relationship with non-agricultural prices. A cynic 
may be tempted to remark: this is the hard way, and why 
should the medicine be prescribed for the agriculturist? The 
obvious answer is that the Plan does call for hard work and 
steady and strenuous endeavour on the part of all sections. 
The Plan itself is, therefore, a sufficient reason for being chary 

- of a policy viz., of high prices, which whatever its specious 
appeal for a certain section of the population can only 
confe.r short-lived benefits, as prices of agricultural products 
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would be the first to respond to the stimulus, and when 
they do, their general effect, beyond a point, will rather be 
to, impair than to promote the maximum effort that the 
Plan calls for from one and all. 

23. During the last five or six years, we have alter
natively witnessed periods of serious shortage of foodgrains 
a':1d soaring prices upto 1953-54, high production and sharp 
relapse in prices in 1954-55, and comparatively low output 
and steadily rising prices since; prices of raw materials have 
moved more or less in line. The liability of agricultural 
prices to wide variations in prices in response to relatively 
small fluctuations in output has been strikingly and painfully 
demonstrated. This suggests the need for a policy of 
regulating the supplies to some extent with a view to 
eliminating the extreme oscillations of prices, which disturb 
and distort and are liable to disrupt the even course of 
development. 

24. I have referred here to some of the fundamental 
elements of an environment conducive to development, as a 
policy for the financing of development has to have due 
regard to the creation and maintenance of the proper climate 
for economic growth over and above the stimulus of State
sponsored investment. 

25. There is a somewhat pathetic faith in some 
quarters in the country in the efficacy of more money as a 
solvent of our economic ills. After al~ it is asked, are not 
we suffering from an acute money famine, dearth of purchas. 
ing power for lifting stocks of this commodity or that, 
financial stringency of an unprecedented order? Little do 
we appreciate,- considering developments in the last one or 
two years- that the increase in money-supply was never 
greater; the expansion in bank credit never larger; the 
imports never higher; even the increase in bank deposits
which on the experience of last year's busy season (November 
1955 to May 1956) are still referred to as lagging far behind 



the currency expansion- was never more rapid and is in fact 
-far greater than the increase in note circulation; and that the 
expansion of investment both in public and private sectors 
has surpassed all recolds- the increase in investment in the 
private sector and imports on that account being appreciably 
larger in some ways than provided for in the Plan. There 
is a fairly widespread feeling which has often been voiced 
that there is not enough money to go round. It should be 
clear from the facts I have just quoted that this feeling per
sists not because there is not money enough going round, but 
because everybody wants more of it than there is. There are 
two ways in this situation to establish an equation: one is to 
increase the supply of money to meet the larger demand; the 
other, to restrain the demand so as to keep the increase in 
money-supply and with it the rise in prices within bounds so 
as to safeguard the stability of the economy. ' 

26. I must resist the temptation to dilate further on, 
and to represent in simplified terms, the difficult and com
plicated choices in fiscal and monetary policy, which form 
the many cross roads in the financing of development. 
There is a real limit to the pace of development set by the 
availability of real factors of production. The financing of 
development is relatively easy, so long ·as the additional 
expenditure can be matched by an increase in productive 
activity and :real incomes of the community. It is when 
expenditure outruns the capacity of the economic system to 
produce a corresponding increase in production, incomes and 
welfare, when the quality of performance suffers as the 
tempo of effort rises and real targets recede as targets in 
financial terms are reached, and· when distortions multiply 
that the process of development may be said to be touching 
one limit. The limit is not inflexible and may be more 
or less rigid. The problem is~ to push this limit as far 
and as fast as possible. But inasmuch as the limit 
is set by real factors, it is not the part of finance to 
outstep it. 



27. I, have not referred directly to the questIon ot 
external assistance, despite its vast significance to the financ

. ing of development and-the great contribution it has already 
made. To deal adequately with its role would require 
another lecture. On the other hand, the issues that arise in 
this field are different, and can be conveniently cop.sidered 
separately. For the present, I have little to say on the 
subject.. In so far, liS external finance Is made available by the 
contribution Of exports of goods and services by the economy 
-and this must remain the principal source- the issues that 
arise are in~grallyrelated to those of internal financing. 

28. The Second Plan forms another mile-stone on the 
long and hard road of planning from poverty to pro~perity 
on which we have set out: the goal is a socialist pattern of 
s~iety which implies a decisive improvement in the general 
level of living and It distinct narrowing >of economic dispari-

• ties. Vision in formulation of targets and wisdom in imple-, 
mentation are primary prerequisites of successful advance in 
the direction. Boldness and caution, vigour and restraint, 
speed and stability, must be combined in due measure if 
steady progress along the path is to be assured; withal, 
austerity and discipline must remain the watchwords. 
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